Section 1: Introduction
If one is going to use a scalar-tensor field theory to describe gravitational effects in the Universe, then one needs to determine how that theory should be modified to incorporate electromagnetic phenomenon. The simplest way to accomplish this task is to derive the field equations from a Lagrangian L which is the sum of two Lagrangians:
where L ST is a concomitant of the scalar field ö, and the gravitational field tensor, g ab , along with their derivatives; and L SVT is built from ö, g ab and the vector potential, ø a , along with its derivatives. L ST can, e.g.,can be chosen from the class of Horndeski Lagrangians presented in [1] , which lead to second-order field equations. The possibilities for L SVT are endless. For some guidance in the choice of L SVT let us look at the Einstein-Maxwell equations.
The vacuum field equations of the Einstein-Maxwell field theory are G ij !2(F ia F j a !¼g ij F ab F ab ) = 0 and F ij *j = 0 , where the notation employed in this paper is the same as that used in [2] and [3] , in terms of which F ab := ø a,b !ø b,a . A Lagrangian that yields the above field equations is L EM := g ½ R ! g ½ F ab F ab . Eq.1.2
The important thing to note here is that the part of L EM which represents electromagnetic phenomenon; viz., the Maxwell Lagrangian
is conformally invariant, and leads to field equations consistent with conservation of charge. In [3] I investigate conformally invariant vector-tensor field theories that are We shall say that a physical field theory is a SVT (:=scalar-vector-tensor) field theory if the field variables of that theory are the components of a scalar field, ö, a covariant vector field, ø a , and a metric tensor field, g ab . We shall require the field equations of that theory to be derivable from a variational principle with The field theory will be said to be of k th order if one of the sets of field tensor densities has derivatives of at least k th order, in one of the field variables.
Let L be the Lagrangian of a SVT field theory. Under the conformal transformation g ab 6 g' ab := e 2ó g ab , where ó is a differentiable real valued scalar field, L generates a Lagrangian, L', defined by L' (g' ab ; g' ab,c ; . . . ; ö; ö ,a ; . . . ; ø a ; ø a,b ; . . . ) := L(g' ab ; g' ab,c ; . . . ; ö; ö ,a ; . . . ; ø a ; ø a,b ; . . . ) .
L is said to be conformally invariant if L' = L, when g' ab is replaced throughout L' by e 2ó g ab .
If a SVT field theory is such that E a b (L), E a (L) and E(L) are conformally invariant, then that theory will be said to be conformally invariant. If L is conformally invariant, or conformally invariant up to a divergence, then it is well known that its associated SVT field theory will be conformally invariant.
We shall say that a SVT field theory is consistent with conservation of charge, potential. When this is the case the field tensor densities of that theory will also be well defined and differentiable when evaluated for either a flat metric tensor (and) or constant scalar field, (and) or vanishing vector potential. It seems eminently reasonable to demand that a SVT field theory be flat space compatible, since that will guarantee that the Lagrangian, and the field equations of that theory, do not blow up when nothing is in the space.
Since every conformally invariant, flat space compatible ST (:= scalar-tensor) field theory is trivially consistent with conservation of charge, we can use the work presented in [2] to obtain four classes of Lagrangians which generate SVT field theories which are conformally invariant, consistent with conservation of charge, and flat space compatible. The Lagrangians of those theories are: We shall say that a SVT field theory is a true SVT field theory if all three fields appear somewhere (not necessarily together) in the field equations. Thus the SVT field theories generated by L 2C , L 3C , L 4C and L UC are not true SVT field theories.
However, if we were to add L M to any combination of those four Lagrangians, we would obtain a true SVT field theory which is conformally invariant, consistent with conservation of charge, and flat space compatible.
Now if we were to multiply the Maxwell Lagrangian by â(ö), which is an arbitrary scalar function of ö, we would obtain the Lagrangian
We could adjoin this Lagrangian to any combination of our four other pure scalartensor Lagrangians to obtain true SVT field theories which were conformally invariant, and consistent with conservation of charge. The Euler-Lagrange tensor densities of L SM are given by The first thing you will note about the theorem is that I demand that the spaces of interest must be orientable. This was done to guarantee that the Levi-Civita symbol, å abcd , is a globally well defined tensor density. However, since most of our work will be done on a coordinate domain, which is an orientable manifold, this assumption is not a severe restriction upon the class of SVT field theories we are investigating. Nevertheless, when we consider coordinate transformations, it will be assumed that the Jacobian is positive. 
for a suitable choice of the scalar functions â=â(ö) and ã=ã(ö).
Eq. 
Section 2: Proof of the Theorem
As in [2] and [3] the proof will consist of a sequence of lemmas. Since the signature of the metric tensor will not be significant in what we are about to do, I
shall assume that it is arbitrary, but fixed.
The first lemma will provide us with the means to recognize conformally invariant SVT field theories.
Lemma 1:
Let L be the Lagrangian of SVT field theory. That field theory will be
L is conformally invariant up to a divergence.
Proof: YThe Euler-Lagrange tensor densities of a SVT field theory are related by the identity (see.,page 49 of [4] )
and E a (L) built from g' ab , ö and ø a . Since Eq.2.1 is an identity it is valid for every scalar, vector and tensor field. Thus we must have
where " *'b " denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of g' ab . Due to our assumption of conformal invariance E(L) = E(L)', and 
, we can use the fact that
ZLet g(t) ab := (1!t)g ab + tg' ab , 0<t<1, denote the convex combination of g ab and g' ab .
So g(t) ab = (1!t + te 2ó )g ab , is a pseudo-Riemannian metric tensor with the same signature as g ab . We now define a one-parameter family of Lagrangians, L(t), by L(t) := L(g(t) ab ; g(t) ab,c ; . . . ; ö; ö ,a ; . . . ; ø a ; ø a,b ; . . . ) .
If we let E ab (L(t)) denote E ab (L) evaluated for g(t) ab , ö and ø a , then it is a straightforward matter to demonstrate that
where V(t) i is a contravariant vector density, built from t, ó, g ab , ö and ø a . Since E ab (L) is trace-free, we know that
and thus
If we integrate Eq.2.5 with respect to t from 0 to 1 we find that Upon differentiating Eq.2.6 with respect to ø a we get
which implies that charge is conserved.
YThe proof of the lemma in this direction is virtually identical to the proof of Lemma 2 in [3] , and will be omitted. 
where parentheses around a string of indices denotes symmetrization over the enclosed indices.
Proof:
The proof is an obvious generalization of the proof of Lemma 3 in [3] , and hence it will be omitted.
One might think that Lemma 3 implies that A ij , B and C i must be built from F ab and its derivatives. This is in fact true, and two proofs of this fact are provided in [5] .
E.g., in the case where C i is of fourth-order, we have the replacement theorem The next tool we require to prove the Theorem is a generalization of a powerful identity that Aldersley developed to treat conformally invariant concomitants of the metric tensor (see, page 70 of Aldersley [6] , or [7] where there is no sum over repeated p's, q's or r's in the arguments of A ab , B and C a .
The proof is similar to the proof of Aldersley's Lemma given in [2] and [3] .
To make the proof more comprehensible, I shall only prove it for the case where p = q = r = 4. From that proof it will be evident how to go about establishing the Lemma in general.
Let P be an arbitrary point in our n-dimensional space, and let x be a chart at P. We define a new chart x' at P by x i = ëx' i . Since A ab is a tensor density we know from the tensor transformation law it must satisfy that at P We set
and
where ÷ j := x j !x j (P). Since ã hi (P) = g hi (P), ã hi is a well defined metric tensor on a neighborhood of P. With this notation in hand I can now state Upon differentiating this equation with respect to g rs,tuvw , ö ,rstu and ø r,stu we obtain 0 = C (t;#rs#,uvw) , 0 = C (r:stu) and 0 = C (s;#r#,tu) , which establishes the first three conditions in Eq.2.16.
Since C a is a contravariant vector density it must satisfy various invariance identities (see, e.g., Lovelock and Rund [8] ), which can be established as follows.
Let P be an arbitrary point in our space, and let x and x' be charts at P. Due to the tensor transformation law we must have C a (g' hi ; g' hi,j ; g' hi,jk ; g' hi,jkl ; ö'; ö' ,j ; ö' ,jk ; ö' ,jkl ; ø' h ; ø' h,j ; ø' h,jk ) = = *det(J In order to simplify the form of C a given in Lemma 7 we need 
where I have made use of the symmetries of È, Ö and Ø.
At first sight you might think that Eq.2.26 must be incorrect since Lemma 2 stipulates that C a must be independent of explicit ø a dependence. However, we need to know something about Ø 1 abcd before we start to panic. This is where our next Lemma comes to the rescue. where ô = ô(ö), ae = ae(ö), ì = ì(ö), í = í(ö) and ù = ù(ö).
In [2] and [3] , I build quantities with the same symmetries as È 1 abcdef and show that they vanish. The main tools used to build concomitants such as È, Ö and Ø, are presented in Weyl [10] . There he demonstrates that concomitants such as those we are trying to construct are generated by all suitable products of g .. 's and å .... 's. The details of how this is accomplished, are presented in Appendix C of [2] .
Our next Lemma provides us with our long sought general form for C a .
Lemma 10: If C a satisfies the assumptions of the Theorem then
where ì = ì(ö) and ù = ù(ö) are differentiable functions. A Lagrangian that yields C a as its Euler-Lagrange tensor density when the vector field is varied is
where L SM and L SM* are defined by Eqs.1.12 and 1.16 with â:= !¼ì, and ã:= ¼Iùdö.
Proof: Under the assumptions of the Theorem it was shown that C a must have the form given in Eq.2.26. Thus due to Lemma 9 we can conclude that
where
In deriving the expression for the "junk vector," J a we need to evaluate È 2 abcdef R bdec ö f .
In order to do this one does not really need to employ Weyl's results to first determine the form of È 2 abcdef . It is enough to know that È 2 abcdef must be built from either the product of three g .. 's or one g .. and one å .... . That is how I obtained the first two terms in the expression for J a . The remaining terms were arrived at using the expressions presented in Lemma 9.
Now C a is supposed to be conformally invariant. It is clear that the second, third and fourth terms appearing on the right-hand side of Eq.2.33 are conformally invariant. Consequently g ½ J a must also be conformally invariant. Imposing this demand upon Eq.2.34 shows that á 1 =á 2 =á 3 =á 4 =0, with á 5 being an arbitrary scalar function of ö. Thus g ½ J a reduces to
The last term in Eq.2.33 also comes from a variational principle since it is easily seen that
where L SM* is defined by Eq.1.16 with ã:= ¼Iùdö.
So right now C a is given by
Eq.2.37 C a is supposed to be divergence free. Upon taking the divergence of Eq.2.37 we
The only way that this equation can hold identically is for á 5 = 0, and í = ì'. When this choice is made we see that Eq.2.37 implies that
with â and ã in Eqs.1.12 and 1.16, chosen so that â :=!¼ì and ã := ¼Iùdö. This observation completes the proof of the Lemma.
We are now sufficiently prepared to finish the proof of the Theorem. To that end let L be a Lagrangian satisfying the assumptions of the Theorem. We define L:= L!L SM !L SM* , where, due to Lemma 10, we know that we can choose â and ã in L SM and L SM* so that E a (L) = 0. The purpose of our next Lemma is to determine a pure scalar-tensor Lagrangian equivalent to L from a variational point of view.
Lemma 11:
Suppose that in a four-dimensional space the k th order Lagrangian L generates a conformally invariant, flat space compatible, SVT field theory for which
for a suitable choice of the scalar functions k(ö), p(ö), b(ö) and u(ö), appearing in L 2C , L 3C , L 4C and L UC , which are defined by Eqs.1.7-1.10.
Proof: Let us consider a 1-parameter variation of ø a defined by ø(t) a := tø a , 0<t<1.
Correspondingly we define a 1-parameter family of Lagrangians L(t) by theory generated by L, can also be generated a scalar-tensor Lagrangian which is flat space compatible, and gives rise to a conformally invariant field theory. In [2] I show that the field theory generated by such a scalar-tensor Lagrangian can also be 
Section 3: Concluding Remarks
In the introduction I briefly discussed how one might go about generalizing the Einstein-Maxwell equations to incorporate a scalar field. Let's attempt to do that by considering a SVT field theory obtained from a Lagrangian L of the form
where L T is a pure tensor Lagrangian and L SVT is a scalar-vector-tensor Lagrangian.
If we require L T to generate metric field equations which are at most of second-order, then due to Lovelock's work [11] , we know that L T can be taken to be L T = g ½ êR + g ½ Ë, where ê and Ë are constants. Now there are multifarious choices for L SVT . If we demand that L SVT satisfies the assumptions of the Theorem then is a scalar-tensor version of the Lagrangian that yields the Bach tensor [13] . L 3C
generates a third-order scalar-tensor field theory, while L 4C generates a fourth-order scalar-tensor field theory. It is pointed out in Takahashi and Kobayashi [14] , that both of these scalar-tensor theories are afflicted by Ostrogradsky [15] type instabilities.
In addition, Crisostomi, et al., [16] , have shown that L 3C 's Ostrogradsky singularity gives rise to two ghosts. [19] , Sakstein and Jain [20] , and Creminelli and Vernizzi [21] , that because of the observation of two colliding neutron stars on August 17, 2017, gravitational waves must propagate at the speed of light up to one part in 10 15 . These articles explain that this implies that any scalar-tensor Lagrangian involving a quintic Horndeski Lagrangian must be excluded from consideration, since such Lagrangians allow the speed of gravitational waves, denoted by c g , to be appreciably less than c.
Thus we must dispense with L UC on very significant physical grounds.
I should also mention that the work by Lombriser and Lima, found in [22] , lays the groundwork for some of the analysis presented in [18] - [21] . [24] , and Dima and Vernizzi [25] . We recover the Einstein-Maxwell theory (with cosmological term) from this gauge-tensor theory by choosing the Lie group G to be ú, and then B áâ has only one component which we take to equal !1.
Now I believe that it should be possible to modify the theory presented in Section 2 using the material presented in Horndeski [27] , to establish the following 
